Tree Issues in LARGE Communities
Inadequate planting space...
Building Canopies vs. Tree Canopies...
Magnolias on Magnolia
Building Canopies vs. Tree Canopies...
Conflicts with Bar Hoppers...

False Monkey Puzzle Tree, Pine Street
The Quest for Sunlight...
Bandaids, Cures, & Panaceas...
Remove the old, try something different...
Expand existing planter space...
Half-Grates...
Yet another mistake?
Special design treatments, such as root barriers, root tunnels, structural soils, soil cells, structure-supported pavement, and pervious pavement.
Same project...no special requirements for palms, other than close spacing.
Same project...existing sidewalk.
Security...

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)

- Natural Surveillance
- Natural Access Control
- Territorial Reinforcement
- Proper Maintenance